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The pace of technology adoption is 
accelerating

Time taken to reach 
50 million users

http://blog.interactiveschools.com/blog/50-million-users-how-long-does-it-take-tech-to-reach-this-milestone
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The future is now
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Is more data 
getting    you 
closer to the 
consumer?

to



IDC (International Data Corporation)

Data Age 2025, The Digitization of the World – From Edge to Core, Nov 2018

The average rate per capita of data-
driven interactions per day is expected to 
increase 20-fold in the next 10 years as 
our homes, workplaces, appliances, 
vehicles, wearables, and implants 
become data enabled.



What does our future 
look like?



Machine 
learning

Curation Humanisation

Automation 
and platforms



“People ask for real-time data, people ask for interactive dashboards, 
they plead for configurable deliverables, but in most cases that is not 

what they need. What people need is curation, somebody finding exactly 
what they need to know today, who gives them that, but who blocks the 
noise from getting through. The growth in data journalists, storytellers, 

and ‘insighters’ are all part of this curation process.”

Ray Poynter, NewMR, predictions & themes for market research & insights 2019

“Big data has done wonders for the industry but has ‘dehumanized’ the 
data. We need to ‘feel the consumers’ rather than read about them.”

Vijay Raj, VP CMI, Unilever



The Power of Video



South Korea 
& Japan
First camera 
phones

First camera 
phone in US

First iPhone
No video 
recording 
capability!

iPhone with 
video recording 
capability

First YouTube 
video

YouTube 4 billion 
videos streamed 
per day

YouTube 2 
billion+ videos 
served per day

YouTube 5 
billion videos 
watched per 
day
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Skype 
founded

Facebook 
launches 
Facebook Live

100m hours of 
video watched 
per day



Viewers retain 95%
of a message when 
they watch it in a 
video3

It’s how people communicate It’s more engaging And more memorable

It delivers richer insight Creating powerful stories

1–Cisco, 2-Hubspot, 3-Wirebuzz, 4-LivingLens, 5 – Digital Content Next

By 2020, online 
videos will make up 
more than 80% of 
all consumer 
internet traffic1

45% of people 
watch an hour or 
more of video per 
day2

Video responses 
provide at least 6x 
more information than 
an equivalent open-
end text response4

59% of senior 
execs would chose 
to watch a video5



Video and image analytics have already 
progressed far beyond text analytics in 

terms of the ability to generate multiple 
levels of actionable insights…. 

Leonard Murphy, Gen2 Advisors, Greenbook & IIeX



I liked it, it tasted great!

How would you rate Ferrero Rocher?

Please tell us why?
Versus

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAKhjmyWThI
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Going beyond just 
what people say

6x
more words vs. text 

response

Object & Activity 
Recognition

Speech

Sentiment

Context

Emotion –Facial & Tonal 
Recognition

Themes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAKhjmyWThI
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Result

Impact
“LivingLens has allowed us to 

differentiate and inspire people. 
LivingLens has become part of 

our day-to-day language. 
Revenues from the LivingLens
platform have now exceeded 

revenues from all other digital 
initiatives.”

Video incorporated across 
patient and physician projects 
for healthcare and 
pharmaceutical specialist agency

Video feedback gathered using a 
range of capture methods 
including the LivingLens
CaptureMe app

Damian Eade
Global Head of Digital



Result

Impact
“Video is unparalleled in its 
ability to bring people, their 

opinions and subject matter to 
life, and the global reach and 

scale that LivingLens brings will 
enable organizations to better 

understand their customers 
from anywhere in the world, in 

any language.”

Seamlessly integration to 
capture video and audio content 
from surveys

Enables qualitative feedback on 
a quantitative scale Terry Lawlor

EVP Product Management

Survey data passed back to 
the LivingLens platform to 
add context to feedback, 
facilitating filtering of 
content 



Result

Impact
“Video feedback places the 

customer at the heart of our 
business and brings their 

experience to life, providing 
another lens to explore their 

feedback. We are able to 
quickly navigate to the 

moments in the video content 
where certain emotions are 

being displayed. By using the 
analysis tools available in the 

LivingLens platform we are able 
to get the complete story.”

Enabling near real-time
feedback from passengers

Video question embedded into 
CX survey to capture feedback 
about the experience with Virgin 
trains

Including the booking, station 
lounge and on-board 
experiences

Joe Parrish
Voice of the Customer 
Manager



Result
Impact

Content easily accessible in 
one central location

Heightened consumer focus 
through showreels shared 
across the business

Greater ROI from past research

Heavy users of video approaches 
in all projects - including focus 
groups, IDIs & in-home visits

But, no easy way for teams to 
access or search their content

LivingLens provides easy upload, 
storage, analysis and curation of 
all of their content

Global accommodation 
booking brand



Result

Impact

Video provided a unique 
view into how the ideas 
would fit into their lifestyle

Videos used by BuzzBack to 
help tell the consumers’ 
view and provide added 
context to scores

Client feedback on quality 
and value of project very 
strong due to extra layer of 
context

Nestle were evaluating 10 
early stage meal ideas

BuzzBack conducted the 
research using their mobile 
swipe technique alongside 
video capture



Through the partnership of LivingLens & Market Logic, we see great 
potential to turn existing and future video material into a live asset 

that we can leverage simply and effectively.

Our aim is for our video assets to become an integral part of how we 
understand people, culture and marketplaces and then use them 

dynamically, to tell stories and deliver superior impact. The 
technologies of Market Logic and LivingLens, we believe, will be a 
core part of how we will drive more effective insight led business 

decision making to accelerate growth.

Global Head of Insights for a Major Global Personal Care Company 



Making the most of the video 
content in your knowledge 

asset



Delivering ROI from brands 
knowledge estate



Get marketers to engage with 
your research 



Complete, 
compelling 
and 
memorable
answers…
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